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WHAT WE TALK ABOUT

 DECOR  DESIGN  LUXURY  LIFESTYLE  PROPERTY  INVESTMENT 

Real Estate life’s luxuriously 
large format pages showcase 

glamorous lifestyles and interior 
design trends, desirable homes, as 

well as provide in-depth property 
investment articles and reports.

LIFESTYLE
Our inspiring lifestyle features will breathe new life into all your 
home spaces while adding value to property.
We keep you up to date with the latest local and international 
decor and design trends, and in our special annual issues provide 
industry insight from decorators, designers and architects.

PROPERTY
These in-depth features give homeowners 
and property investors insight on current, 
new and the best property investment 
trends and opportunities in South Africa 
and across the globe.



Lifestyle and property go hand in hand. Whether it is a city 
apartment, a family home in the suburbs, a mixed-use loft, a 
sectional title on a countryside estate – people not only invest 
their finances but also their lives into their home and work 
spaces. 
REAL Estate life’s integrated approach to lifestyle and property 
considers decor and design as much as architecture, offering 
readers both home inspiration and investment opportunities. 
Our business is to effectively connect your brand with our 
readers.
A captive audience of high-net-worth homeowners, our 
readers are a combination of experienced buyers and 
investors (LSM 10+) and aspirational professionals (LSM 9+).  
They are astute global thinkers and entrepreneurs and 
followers of local and international property, interior design 
and lifestyle trends. They invest in globally secure high-net-
worth passions such as wine, art, luxury timepieces and fine 
jewellery. They enjoy cutting-edge technology, fast cars and 
super yachts, travel widely for business and leisure, and seek 
out bespoke, quality experiences.
Advertising to this premier audience offers an excellent return 
on investment. Of special importance is that the magazine 
is inserted into the Sunday Times once a month and hand-
delivered to targeted readers in exclusive suburbs nationwide 
and to select residential estates. It is also available at select 
airport lounges.

Debbie Loots
Editor
debbie.loots@thecreativegroup.info
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ED’S WELCOME
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
CONSUMER MAGAZINE: ABC APRIL – JUNE 2017
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In recent years, motor shows have been 
demure affairs, previewing a motoring future 
littered with straight-laced eco-conscious 
cars that filled enthusiasts with dread…

TEXT Terence Steenkamp   PHOTOGRAPHS Supplied

SHOWSTOPPERS!

C A R  T R E N D S
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…And make no mistake, those vehicles – crucial as they are to  
a responsible motoring future – again filled the massive halls of 
this year’s Geneva Motor Show. But lurking between them were 
production and concept cars that place the driver’s pleasure points 
front and centre. And they’re not necessarily the evil implements 
their wild styling and outrageous performance figures suggest. 
Some incorporate hybrid powertrains that promise to lessen their 
effect on our environment. Others use lightweight and downsized 
engines to equal the performance of yesteryear’s supercars without 
spewing tons of carbon dioxide into the air. Here, we profile the 
nine stars from Geneva that are prime examples.

THE CONCEPT STARS
MERCEDES-AMG GT CONCEPT 
The most powerful car on this list is also the only one with four doors and previews 
Mercedes-Benz’s future sportscar technology.

Under the strikingly penned GT Concept’s suave lines is a conventional 4.0-litre 
V8 engine with twin-turbochargers. But it’s been mated with an electric motor that – 
combined – feeds 600kW to all four wheels.

Why is it important? Two-fold: a production model will follow next year; and the 
GT Concept can decouple its front axle and run solely on electric power, emitting very 
little harmful gases into the atmosphere. 

PEUGEOT INSTINCT 
The following line should banish any doubts you might have that our driving future is 
filled with autonomous cars: ‘Ever dreamt of owning a car that offers complete peace 
of mind with full awareness of its surroundings?’ 

That’s French carmaker Peugeot talking about its Instinct plug-in-hybrid shooting 
brake concept car. Through a combo of self-driving tech and its integration into the 
Internet of Things cloud it can, for example, switch on your home lights when you 
approach or completely take over driving duties by stowing the steering wheel  
and pedals. 

Thankfully, a ‘Drive’ mode will ensure the pilot remains in control, and Peugeot 
promises he or she will have loads of fun behind the wheel.

L I F E S T Y L E

Design, architecture and art, as well as some of Shaun’s own products – the monochrome 
cushions on the sofa – feature in a fun and graphic way in the living room OPPOSITE Shaun  
is a trained architect who channels his love of the built environment into a range of designs 
paying homage to iconic buildings
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ARCHITECT AND 
DESIGNER SHAUN 
GAYLARD LIVES HIS 
PASSION IN ALL  
SPHERES OF HIS LIFE

DESIGN 
FOR LIFE

T
hey say that life imitates art. But in Shaun 
Gaylard’s case, it’s also a case of art imitating 
life. An architect by profession, Shaun started 
a side project a few years ago inspired by his 
love of the built environment. The Blank Ink 

Design brand was a natural evolution of his day job  
and started as intricately rendered guides depicting 
iconic South African and international structures. 

Shaun is always looking for new and interesting ways 
to express his creativity outside of architecture and the 
brand began as a gift for his partner. ‘The A-Z guide  
to architects was originally drawn for him,’ says Shaun 
of the series’ first design, which has now evolved into  
a larger product line.  

Blank Ink gives Shaun something that architecture 
doesn’t: instant gratification. ‘While architecture 
is incredibly rewarding, I have to wait months – 
sometimes even years – before a project reaches 
completion or gets to a point where the client  
can see their dream fulfilled,’ he explains. 

Shaun’s range of city-celebrating products has grown 
from the initial city guides to include limited-edition 
product ranges (ceramic plates last year and this year 
a collection of monochromatic scatter cushions). He 
tries to draw two to three new guides a year. ‘I’ve also 
collaborated with Kerri Voogt, a retail industry expert. 
We worked together on the fabric selection and CMT 
process,’ he says. 

His latest venture is a collaboration with Builders 
Warehouse on a range of colourful and graphic 
single-building canvases, a fun and simplified 
version of his city guide. ‘It’s been a huge learning 
curve but phenomenally rewarding,’ says Shaun. 

Architecture filters into his home life, too, his 
profession making him a savvy homeowner and 
renovator. The beautifully appointed Illovo apartment 
he shares with his partner in one of the older and much 
sought-after buildings typical of the area has been 
sensitively and subtly upgraded to make it more livable, 
without sacrificing its character. ‘Often it’s the small 
details that really make a huge improvement to the 
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PRINT AUDIENCE

As far as memorable dining experiences 
go, what’s in the glass is often just as 
important as what’s on the plate. These 
five culinary adventures are causing a stir
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DECADENT DELIGHTS

L U X U R Y  F O O D  PA I R I N G

“THE PERFECT 
PAIRING IS 
THIS: THE 

WINE MUST 
ENHANCE 
THE FOOD 

AND THE 
FOOD MUST 

ENHANCE 
THE WINE”

SOMMELIER GERMAIN LEHODEY

W hen you imagine  
a sensory experience 
combining the finer 
points of food and 
drink, chances are 
it involves a glass of 
wine. And with such 
a broad palette of 

cultivars and flavour profiles to work with, it’s little wonder 
chefs and sommeliers alike love pairing food and wine. 

Among South Africa’s leading restaurants, including  
La Colombe, The Test Kitchen and the Saxon, there’s 
certainly no shortage of fine wine experiences. 

But it’s out beyond Joburg’s city limits at Restaurant 
Mosaic at The Orient where you’ll find one of the country’s 
most memorable gourmet adventures. Here, Paris-trained 
sommelier Germain Lehodey conjures his wine pairings 
from a cellar, home to a staggering 75 000 bottles across  
6 000 labels from around the world.

“The perfect pairing is this: the wine must enhance the 
food and the food must enhance the wine,” says Germain, 
who spent his last years in Paris as head sommelier of the 
400-year-old Michelin-starred restaurant La Tour d’Argent. 
“The wine must become the second sauce of the dish so that 
the saltiness of the food will enhance the flavours of the wine 
and the acidity of the wine will lift the flavours of the food.”

On that score, Germain works alongside award-winning 
chef Chantel Dartnall to deconstruct dishes, using them as 
the building blocks to pair with individual wines. Contenders 
are then tasted against the completed dish, which is often 
fine-tuned to ensure the perfect match.

“We can’t change the wine, but we can tune the dish,”  
says Germain. “Chantel is a smart chef and she understands 
that if the pairing is superb it gives more credit to the dish.”

A stellar example is Chantel’s Tidal Pool: salmon ceviche 
with verbena aspic and a seaweed salad, paired with  
an unusual Aligoté from French winemaker Aubert de 
Villaine, co-owner of the iconic Romanée-Conti. Another 
standout pairing is the soupe du jour with the Naudé  
Old Vines Cinsault. 

“Cinsault is coming back,” says Germain. “More people 
are producing dry, light and elegant Cinsault. It’s a cultivar 
that fits well with Chantel’s style of cuisine.” 

 

At The Test Kitchen, the pairing adventure begins  

with the inventive cocktails of their Dark Room

OPPOSITE At Restaurant Mosaic, chef Chantel Dartnall 

and sommelier Germain Lehodey workshop dishes  

and wines to create the perfect match. The soupe  

du jour – cauliflower, goose liver mousse and brussels 

sprouts – is served with Naudé Old Vines Cinsault

LSM 10 HIGH LSM 10 LOW LSM 9 HIGH LSM 9 LOW

60% 22% 10% 7%

In total, 82% of our readers are LSM 10.

In the LSM 10 high category, more than 13% of readers have a 
household income of more than R135 000 a month.

21 000 copies of the  
standard editions distributed

36 000 copies of the  
special editions distributed

LSM DISTRIBUTION 
BREAKDOWN

Advertisers gain immediate access to a niche audience of high-
net-worth homeowners and investors (LSM 10+) in South Africa.

83% of our print run is 
delivered monthly to select 
Sunday Times subscribers. 
Distribution is strategic and 
geo-targeted to reach high 
LSM readers only.

The remainder of the 
copies are distributed to 
to airport lounges and 
residential estates in 
Gauteng, Western Cape 
and Kwa-Zulu Natal.

REAL ESTATE LIFE DISTRIBUTION

Business Day, South Africa’s 
most influential and respected 
daily newspaper, offers incisive 
coverage of business, politics, 
labour and other current affairs, 
written by some of the country’s 
award-winning journalists

n JOHANNESBURG AND PRETORIA

n WESTERN CAPE

n KWAZULU-NATAL

n  KNYSNA AND THE EASTERN CAPE  
SELECTED SUBURBS

57%
26%

12%

2%

SPECIAL
EDITIONS

36 000 COPIES will be 
distributed to our Real Estate life 
readership plus subscribers of 
Business Day.



 Follow us for  
 your daily dose  
 of curated design, 
 decor and wealth 
 investment news 
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DIGITAL AUDIENCE

Visit the just-launched estatemagazine.com for global, forward-thinking property investment, 
inspiring architecture, trendsetting design and decor, and luxury travel, food and wine – home 
to your favourite Real Estate life content.

9 300
Followers

5 700
Website page views

1 400
Website unique users

65% Female

34% MaleAge 25-44

37.5% Female

62.5% Male
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OUTLINE

MARCH 2018 INTERIOR DESIGN AND DECOR 
With the focus on adding value to your home, this special edition 
will feature inspiring interior and exterior home spaces, design and 
decor trends, and interviews with some of the world’s top interior 
designers. 

JUNE 2018 LUXURY INVESTMENT
Our authoritative Luxury Investment issue will cover all aspects of 
luxurious living with a focus on investment. Expect evocative writing 
from experts, illustrated with sophisticated photography.

OCTOBER 2018 PROPERTY AND INVESTMENT 
Designed to provide homeowners and property investors with 
insight into investment trends and opportunities in South Africa 
and internationally. This special issue includes feedback from 
decorators, designers and architects, and presents various investor 
options, from residency abroad to local lifestyle. investments.

 MONTHLY FEATURES  SPECIAL ISSUES 
WORD ON  
THE STREET
Real Estate life’s 
editors curate 
the latest news 
on who’s setting 
trends, and 
places to dine 
and stay.

LIFESTYLE 
TRENDS
Pages filled 
with the latest 
in home 
trends such 
as kitchens, 
bathrooms, 
flooring, walls 
and outdoor 
furniture. 

HOT 
PROPERTY
Stay up to date 
with the latest 
architecture,
on-cue design, 
property news, 
awards and 
investment 
advice.

SHOW 
PROPERTY
Our show house 
feature unpacks 
architecture, 
interior design 
and property 
with original  
text and 
beautiful 
images.

LUXURY 
TRENDS
Delve into 
bespoke 
travel, spas 
and food, plus 
look at luxury 
investment 
options such as 
wine, cars and 
art.

SPECIAL 
REPORT
Browse Real 
Estate life 
investment 
trends using 
insights from 
property 
professionals, 
unpacked 
by expert 
journalists.

BACK CHAT
A Q&A with 
various 
personalities, 
celebrities, 
and other 
high-profile 
individuals 
about the place 
they call home. 



NOVEMBER  Flooring  Wealthy experiential spending habits 

DECEMBER/JANUARY  Gift guide  Exclusive holiday destinations

FEBRUARY  Outdoor entertainment  Spa and luxe trends

MARCH  Special edition: invest in your home (Decor and Design issue)

APRIL  New generational technology South African design

MAY  Wallpaper and fabrics Fine wining and dining

JUNE  Special edition: luxury investment

JULY  Bedrooms and bathrooms Private villas

AUGUST  Kitchens and appliances Jewellery and watches

SEPTEMBER  Blinds, shutters and curtains Invest in antiques vs contemporary classics

OCTOBER  Special edition: property investment and development

Real Estate life magazine’s 
lifestyle features are the 

definitive guide to the latest 
interior decor and luxury 

trends. They showcase 
cutting-edge local and global 

home design, and unpack 
luxury travel and glamorous 

spending habits including 
art, jewellery, wine and 

watches. This inspirational 
editorial environment creates 

an excellent opportunity to 
influence readers’ style and 

brand choices, and introduces 
them to your products. 

 MONTH  LIFESTYLE TRENDS  LUXURY TRENDS 

Love your home

Live the lifestyle
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LIFESTYLE CALENDER

Content is subject to change at Editor’s discretion



IFC DPS

2ND DPS

3RD DPS

DPS

OBC

IBC

FULL PAGE

HALF PAGE

QUARTER PAGE

PROMOTION DPS (advertorial / company profile / product profile)

PROMOTION FULL PAGE (advertorial / company profile / product profile)

PROMOTION HALF PAGE (advertorial / company profile / product profile)

57 130.00

52 260.00

50 000.00

47 370.00

38 320.00

27 530.00

25 800.00

14 190.00

7 820.00

52 110.00

28 370.00

16 190.00

 REGULAR EDITION OPPORTUNITES  RATES 

IFC DPS

CENTRE DPS

DPS

OBC

IBC

FULL PAGE

HALF PAGE

PROMOTION DPS (advertorial / company profile / product profile)

PROMOTION FULL PAGE (advertorial / company profile / product profile)

PROMOTION HALF PAGE (advertorial / company profile / product profile)

69 890.00

66 980.00

58 240.00

36 790.00

33 720.00

32 270.00

16 140.00

60 930.00

33 350.00

17 800.00

 SPECIAL EDITION OPPORTUNITES  RATES 
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LIFESTYLE RATES
Exciting 

opportunities  

are available.  

Please speak to your  

key account manager 

to find out more.

We can make up 
inserts, wraps/bellybands, 

gatefolds or bookmarks. 
Please speak to your 

advertising executive if you 
need further details or 

assistance with design from  
our experienced team.

SPONSORED CONTENT

HOMEPAGE BANNER

SKYSCRAPER

BOX ADVERT

  8 100.00

3 500.00 per month

3 000.00 per month

3 000.00 per month

 DIGITAL   RATES 

Rates are per insertion. Rates exclude vat and agency commission. 
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DEADLINES

 PUBLICATION DATE 
 ADVERTORIAL  
 BOOKING DEADLINE 

 ADVERTORIAL 
 MATERIAL DEADLINE 

 ADVERT 
 BOOKING DEADLINE 

 SUPPLIED ADVERT  
 MATERIAL DEADLINE 

Friday 03 November 2017

Thursday 04 January 2018

Monday 29 January 2018

Friday 02 March 2018

Wednesday 28 March 2018

Monday 23 April 2018

Friday 01 June 2018

Friday 29 June 2018

Monday 30 July 2018

Monday 27 August 2018

Friday 28 September 2018

Friday 02 November 2018

Tuesday 07 November 2017

Friday 05 January 2018

Wednesday 31 January 2018

Tuesday 06 March 2018

Wednesday 04 April 2018

Wednesday 25 April 2018

Tuesday 05 June 2018

Tuesday 03 July 2018

Thursday 02 August 2018

Wednesday 29 August 2018

Tuesday 02 October 2018

Tuesday 06 November 2018

Friday 10 November 2017

Friday 05 January 2018

Tuesday 06 February 2018

Friday 09 March 2018

Friday 06 April 2018

Tuesday 08 May 2018

Friday 08 June 2018

Friday 06 July 2018

Tuesday 07 August 2018

Tuesday 04 September 2018

Friday 05 October 2018

Friday 09 November 2018

Friday 17 November 2017

Friday 12 January 2018

Tuesday 13 February 2018

Friday 16 March 2018

Friday 13 April 2018

Tuesday 15 May 2018

Friday 15 June 2018

Friday 13 July 2018

Friday 17 August 2018

Tuesday 11 September 2018

Friday 12 October 2018

Friday 16 November 2018

DEC 2017 / JAN 2018

FEBRUARY 2018

MARCH 2018 (special edition)

APRIL 2018

MAY 2018

JUNE 2018 (special edition)

JULY 2018

AUGUST 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

OCTOBER 2018 (special edition)

NOVEMBER 2018

DECEMBER 2018



Partnering with The Creative Group 
means your brand shares the 
expertise of this property and lifestyle 
publishing and marketing company. 
We produce engaging content in four 
national print and digital publications:  

n Neighbourhood in the  
Sunday Times

n HomeFront in Business Day 

n Real Estate life

n Property Professional 

Collectively we reach one million 
people a month. And that number is 
set to grow in 2017 as we relaunch our 
current digital platforms, plus launch  
a new property and lifestyle site.

We work with clients to come up with 
tailor-made advertising solutions to 
suit their needs and goals, whether 
brand awareness, brand alignment or 
content distributed through our client’s 
channels (as well as our own). We can 
work with all budgets and needs.

ININ

darealty.com/aurum

MICHÈLE JONES
Group sales and marketing manager

michele.jones@thecreativegroup.info
084 246 8105
 

YVONNE SHAFF
Business manager

ShaffY@tisoblackstar.co.za
082 903 5641

SUSAN ERWEE 
Senior key account manager: 
(developments )

susan.erwee@thecreativegroup.info
083 556 9848 

JIMMY BALSARAS
Key account manager: (property)

jimmy.balsaras@thecreativegroup.info
083 387 2227

LETITIA LOUW
Senior key account manager  
(lifestyle: Joburg and Cape Town)

LouwL@tisoblackstar.co.za
083 454 1137

GINA VAN DE WALL
Senior key account manager 
(lifestyle: KwaZulu-Natal)

vdwallg@tisoblackstar.co.za
083 5005325
 

JACKIE MARITZ 
Operations manager

078 133 5211
jackie.maritz@thecreativegroup.info
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